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“I can only say that  
I am very happy with this  

caliper because it has made my  
job easier, and the data transfer  

is faster.  So, I think it has made  
things much easier for everyone,  

both our commercial colleagues  
and especially me as an operator.”  

 
— Operator in charge of business software
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Project
 

Lipa Drvo aimed to optimize the business process by implementing the project “Digital measurement of logs”. Manual measurement has been  

replaced by digital calipers and automatic data entry, reducing the possibility of error, which is common when manually entering data into busi-

ness software. The process before the digital transformation project was quite traditional: employees measured the logs with a traditional 

caliper and noted down the readings on paper. The paper was delivered to the department, which entered the measurements from the 

paper into the software. The possibility of an error during the measurement phase, manual writing of measurements on paper, and 

entry into business software were high. Additionally, the procedure was rather slow as a result of handwriting and processing, 

which contributed to the delays. Finally, there was the issue of the truck being overloaded as a result of delays and human 

load measurements.  

The device enables automated measurement prior to the cutting and preparation of logs for subsequent processing. 

This entails measuring the length and width of the log and automating the volume calculation using a Blue-

tooth caliper or 3D scanner. The data is displayed and stored automatically in real-time on the employees’ 

smartphones. The device is connected to a software that enables searching, manual configuration, data 

recording, and export in a variety of formats.

The project was supported through funding by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and was implemented by 

 Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ). 
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Motivation
 

The primary objectives of digitization were:

• Minimizing the error when measuring the log dimensions (percentage of error  
reduced to under 0,5%)

• Accelerating the process from measuring to data entry  
into business software

• Eliminating delays in processes between shifts caused by manual  
measurement of log

• Increase in utilization of truck bearing capacity

Lipa Drvo came up with the idea after being invited to a  

presentation of a digital caliper by an Italian provider, followed by  

an offer from the same company.

Hence, the main conclusion is that the information gathered  

about the digital calipers, as well as the prospective benefits to  

the organization, were the motivating factors behind  

the digitization initiative.

Errors
Minimazing the error 
when measuring the log 
dimensions

Process 
Accelerating the  
process from measuring 
to data entry into 
business software

Utilization 
Increase in utilization 
of truck bearing 
capacity

Delays
Eliminating delays in 
processes between shifts 
caused by manual
measurement of log
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APPROACH

DIGITAL MEASUREMENT OF LOGS IN WOOD PROCESSING

Approach
 

The  process of digital transformation of logs measurements was carried out through three basic phases:

• Technical and technological specifications: The first step was to make a decision to procure equipment based on the offer received. 

• Equipment acquisition and implementation: The next step was to begin procuring and then to install the equipment. The soft-

ware is was installed and integrated with the business system. The equipment and program have been thoroughly tested. This 

phase was entirely managed by internal staff. The devices were sent by the supplier, and they had online meetings with the 

provider on the use of the device. The challenge they faced was to integrate digital caliper software with the business 

software that should include raw material measures. Adjustments were required by the firm    that supplies and 

maintains the software in order for integration to be viable. Lipa Drvo utilizes business software that performs 

cubicization and subsequent planning of raw materials based on the entered logs measures. Due to the fact 

that the measurement data was previously entered manually, it was necessary to automate this option 

in the existing software so that it reads the data from the digital calipers. The process is referred to 

as software integration, and it entails physically or functionally connecting disparate computing 

systems and software applications in order to function as a coordinated whole. In this case, 

the integration process involved upgrading the existing software in terms of connecting 

to digital calipers and enabling the system to receive real-time data from the calipers 

rather than manually entering it previously. Because the provider company was 

still maintaining the existing system, Lipa Drvo requested software upgrades 

from the provider company.

• Training: The final phase required employees to be  

trained on how to operate equipment and manage programs.  

One employee received online training from the provider  

and then instructed employees involved in the log  

measuring process. 

Managed  
by internal  

staff 
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technological  
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on equipment  
procurement

Initiated  
by the  

provider’s  
offer 
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• Employee training  
in handling the 

equipment and controlling  
the programs 

Equipment procurement 
 and implementation 

• Procurement and installment  
of equipment
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• Installing software and  
connecting with the ERP

• Testing
• Commisioning
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OUTCOMES

Outcomes
 

The figure below shows the process after project implementation. Measurement of the log’s length 

and width, as well as automatic cubing, significantly improved the process in terms of speed and 

efficiency. Data is now displayed and stored automatically in real-time on workers’ smartphones. 

Additionally, data management software was installed that enables searching and manual editing, 

as well as recording and exporting data in a variety of formats. The project was about optimizing 

the process of measuring logs using a digital caliper. The employees measure the logs using a digital 

caliper, and the caliper records the measurements and transfers them to business software.

Preparation
The device consists of a phone and  
a caliper itself that are connected via  
Bluetooth. The basic data of each 
package, which has its own number 
and type of wood, is first entered into 
the phone

Measurement
The employee measures the logs  
using a digital caliper

Update
Caliper transfers data to  
business software and  
perform cubing. This occurs  
in real time during the  
measurement process.
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Outcomes
 

As already mentioned, the primary goals of digitization were to minimize errors when measuring  

log dimensions, speed up the process from measurement to data entry into business software,  

eliminate delays in processes between shifts caused by manual log measurement, and increase  

truck capacity utilization. The implementation of the digital caliper accomplished all of the  

stated goals, as depicted in the figure on the right. The process is quite automated and  

accelerated, the possibility of error, as well as delays, is reduced, and the problem of truck  

cubing is solved. In addition, it is much easier for all employees to do their job than before.

Errors 
Errors when measuring

the log dimensions
minimized 

Delays 
Delays in processes 
between shifts caused
by manual measure-
ments of log eliminated

Process
The process from measuring  

to data entry into business  
software accelerated

Utilization
Utilization of truck 
bearing capacity  
increased
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“Now the caliper transfers information  
directly to Google Cloud and withdraws from 
the Cloud into the software.  
So, manually writing and entering  
the data into software was  
completely eliminated” 
 
— Manager of Lipa Drvo



Lipa Drvo 
Lipa Drvo was founded in 2000 in Omarska, Prijedor, BiH, operates in the wood industry sector and employs 78 workers. It provides numerous wood 

processing services: sawing, trimming, evaporation, seasoning, drying, selection, storage, and direct delivery to the clients. Lipa also has a modern 

pruning machine. Lipa Drvo is owned by the Italian company Cora (Cora Timber Industries, Italy), for which they perform the processing of beech 

and oak, suitable for internal and external usage and deliver it to clients as a semi-finished product. 

What defines the company’s manufacturing process is a continuous supply of logs, comprehensive control of the production  

cycle from forest to final product, continuous monitoring, and strict adherence to high standards. The company is able to meet a wide 

variety of requirements due to locally installed equipment: Lipa has 19 dryers, a total area of 1860 m2, 2 steam rooms and 5 fork-

lifts, 2 boilers, 1 Primultini Italian band saw, 3 cutters and 1 BFB line for automatic re-selection .

Name: Lipa Drvo

Sector: Wood Industry

Size Medium-sized Company (78 employees)

Description Lipa Drvo provides numerous wood processing services: sawing, trimming,  

evaporation, seasoning, drying, selection, storage, and direct delivery to the  

clients. It performs the processing of beech and oak, suitable for internal  

and external usage and deliver it to clients as a semi-finished product.  

What defines the company's manufacturing process is a continuous  

supply of logs, comprehensive control of the production cycle  

from forest to final product, continuous monitoring, and  

strict adherence to high standards. 

Facility and  
Equipment

A total area of 1860 m2, including19 dryers, 2 steam  

rooms and 5 forklifts, 2 boilers, 1 Primultini Italian  

band saw, 3 cutters and 1 BFB line for automatic 

re-selection

Ownership Owned by the Italian company Cora  

(Cora Timber Industries, Italy)

LIPA DRVO
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Recommendations for other SME
 

Businesses have continued to digitalize at a breakneck pace in recent years, across all industries and sizes of businesses,  

although at varying rates. As a result, SMEs have their own own digital travel where they trail behind in every aspect  

of digital technology. Digitization is multifaceted, as it entails the use and deployment of various technologies  

for a variety of purposes, ranging from basic automation of a specific business process to attaining deeper  

integration of internal business processes and providing increased market and end-user access. Digital  

technologies are still generally limited to basic services in SMEs, and despite the fact that the majority  

of firms are connected, information technology is still primarily viewed as a communication tool.  

The example of Lipa Drvo shows that the basic barrier to digitalization is the  

lack of information and knowledge about available possibilities.

In this regard, the company manager Zorica Savić encourages other companies  

to engage in digital transformation themselves:   
“I can say that I have learned to sometimes stop with my  
usual way of working, see how others do it, listen to their  
experiences, and try to find some improvements for  

ourselves from their experiences”. 
 
Additionally, she recommends all SMEs to research available  

opportunities in their industry not only through online  

research, but also through interaction with  

sectoral associations - 

“we have an association of wood  
processing companies, and we  
meet and share experiences  
regularly”.
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Recommendations for other SME
 

A company founded by a foreign corporation, such as Lipa Drvo, has some advantages, as the parent companies,  

particularly those based in developed countries, act as a conduit for the spread of digital technologies.  

Specifically, such organizations function as cross-border conduits for the transmission of not only  

goods and services, but also information, knowledge and technology, via their international networks.

Finally, the fundamental recommendation for all businesses is to conduct an analysis of the business  

model, but also of all individual processes, and to gather information on existing solutions that  

can contribute to processing time and thus cost optimization. Depending on the nature of the  

business process, the majority of them can be automated to some degree using digital  

technologies. Automating processes and transferring employee tasks to the system  

improves throughput and processing time, while also rapidly reducing costs in  

individual business processes. Digital business transformation is critical for  

success because it enables businesses to create new or modify existing  

business processes, culture, and customer experiences in response to  

changing business and market requirements. 
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Digitalizing your company
 

Several SMEs have already taken the initial steps toward digital transformation with the assistance of the GIZ projects  

“Innovation and Digitalization in SMEs in BiH” and “EU4Business”. Supported SMEs leverage information technology  

(IT) solutions to streamline internal operations, introduce new goods, build digital solutions, sell their products  

online, and increase consumer engagement and retention. Their digital success stories can serve as role  

models for other SMEs, enabling the private sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina to advance digitally. 

Do you intend to implement a digital transformation  
project yourself or do you need support in planning  
and initiating similar digitalization projects?

Please get in contact via:

EU4DigitalSME@giz.de

b2bit.ba/public-call/eu4digitalsme/ 
 

YOUR COMPANY

EU4DigitalSME
The EU4DigitalSME project is aimed at creating an enabling environment for SMEs to successfully  
undertake digitalisation and innovation transformations. Through better access to innovative  
technologies, skills and services across value chains, the project supports the creation of a conducive 
business environment for technological transformation of SMEs in competitive sectors.

http://b2bit.ba/public-call/eu4digitalsme/ 


EU4DigitalSME 
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